Recent experimental results on normal conducting RF structures indicate that the scaling of the gradient limit with frequency is less favourable than was believed. We therefore reconsider the optimum choice of RF frequency and iris aperture for a normal conducting, two-beam linear collider with EcMs=3 TeV, a loaded accelerating gradient of 150 Mvlm and a luminosity of 8.10'4cm~'s~'. The optimisation criterion is minimizing RF costs for investment and operation with constraints put on peak surface electric fields and pulsed heating of accelerating structures. Analytical models are employed where applicable, while interpolation of simulation program results is used for the calculation of luminosity and RF structure properties.
INTRODUCTION
The rational for the use of high frequency, normal conducting linac technology for linear colliders in the multiTeV regime like CLIC [I] has been discussed in [2] and earlier by [3] . However, there it is assumed that the increase of obtainable accelerating fields with frequency as observed in the 3-12 GHz range [4] continues for even higher frequencies. This assumption was not confirmed by recent experiments [5], which indicate rather a saturation of the attainable field for an electric surface fieldstrength Es of about 300 MVlm independent of frequency.
Another important limitation comes from cavity surface damage due to pulsed surface heating AT by the magnetic RF surface field Hs. Recent measurements indicate that the pulsed heating must be limited somewhere in the range of 40 to 120 K for copper cavities [6] . Based on these informations the optimum RF frequency and accelemting structure iris opening nlh in terms of costs is computed for a two beam linear collider like CLIC. The center of mass energy Ecm, mean accelerating gradient G and effective luminosity L , in a 1% energy bin are assumed to be those of the present CLIC design, i.e. 3 TeV, 150 MV/m and 3 . 3~1 0 "~m~~s~' .
ASSUMPTIONS
The assumptions below are used for the optimisation:
RF-structures
The structure geometly parameters are determined by the condition that for a given alh the cell geometry giving the highest shunt impedance Rs' for a surface to accelerating field ratio Es/G<2 should he chosen. To determine these geometries a large number of cases have been computed with the code URMEL. The results are compiled in table 1 with the definition of the geometry parameters in fig. l . It is apparent that for larger apertures the cell-to-cell phase advance has to be decreased to keep the surface field small at the expense of reduced Q values. The cell parameters of table I are applied to the middle cell of the structure and the variation of Rs' and Q along the structure is neglected. Although the URMEL calculations as listed in table 1 are performed for cells without higher order mode damping, the effect of the damping is taken into account by applying a fudge factor of 0.8 to Q and a factor of 1.41 to Hs/G. These are typical values for the CLIC accelerating structures presently under consideration [7] . The length of the RF structure is determined by the requirements that the group velocity varies linearly along the structure, fulfilling the constant gradient condition for half the nominal beam current. The ratio ofgroup velocity at the structure input to output is fixed to 3. These choices of parameters seem to he a good compromise for F F to beam efficiency, maximum field at zero beam current and technical feasibility. Table 1 Travelling wave structure cell parameters, which give highest Rs' for Ed=. The 
Bunch charge and spacing
The bunch charge QB and bunch-length az are optimised according to the criteria described in [SI with the constraints that the total energy spread is kept 51% and the transverse short-range wakefield at a distance az behind the bunch center is kept at a constant value. taken from the present CLIC design. A gaussian bunch shape is assumed and the longitudinal and transverse short-range wakefields are computed with the formulae given in [91.
The RF phase is fixed at 12' off crest.
The bunch spacing is obtained by the requirement that the long-range wakefield strength should be kept constant. The rational for this is, that for given linac length and alignment tolerance the emittance growth due to transverse wakefields should be approximately constant if the wakefield strength is kept constant. Since the bunch bunch spacing can be adjusted to fulfil this condition. This spacing is worked out by computing for eachgeome- 
Pulse length and repetition rate
The pulse length is determined by the condition that the maximum pulsed surface heating is kept constant at dT=80 K and the repetition rate is adjusted in a manner to keep the effective luminosity LI constant.
Costing
To estimate the dependence of overall costs on vM and dA we assume that the dependency of main linac and tunnel costs on theses quantities is small, since G and therefore the total linac length is kept constant. Implicitly it is also assumed that the strength of focusing systems 
RESULTS
Putting all together we get the drive beam power source cost as shown in fig. 3 and fig. 4 . The curves in fig. 3 are computed without constraints on cr,' ;while cr,' 260 nm is imposed for the case shown in fig. 4 . At the present status of the damping ring and beam delivery system design this latter case is the more realistic assumption. For each frequency the a/d that minimises total costs has been chosen.
In the unconstrained case this leads to a constant &A of 0.15. [n the constrained case a/A increases almost linearly from 0.15 at 14 GHz to 0.275 at 42 GHz. For the unconstrained case CE is almost constant and C, decreases monotonically with frequency. For the more realistic constrained case a flat cost minimum is achieved for the frequency range 22-26 GHz. Table 2 
CONCLUSION
Although the faith that higher frequencies automatically lead to higher achievable accelerating fields has vanished in recent years, the argument that high frequencies are faSame power source cost model has been applied for both eases vourable for TeV class linear colliders is still valid for budget reasons. The 
